Where Do You Rank?

Make enough copies of this two-page handout for each of your students. Cut each strip and place strips in an envelope. Explain to students that they should place the strips in order from most desirable group member to least desirable group member.

Ollie Organizer - keeps everything in its place at all times

Daisy Delegator - assigns jobs and trusts they will get done as needed

Polly Pot-Stirrer - always creates some type of drama

Fred Fly-By-The-Seat of Your Pants - waits to the last possible second to do something and never prepares

Cal Complainer - is never satisfied, always finds something to whine about

Jen Joker - has a hard time getting serious but keeps the group laughing
Ross Rebel - argues for the sake of arguing, would never follow the crowd

Ursula Undependable - cannot be counted on to complete any assignment on time

Molly Mind Changer - changes her mind depending on what the popular opinion is

Elaine Encourager - makes each group person feel good about the job they are doing

Elbert Excuse Maker - finds every reason in the world why he can’t get something finished

Pauly Public Relations - talks easily with people in-person and on the phone

Connie Computer Whiz - is proficient in multiple computer programs and applications